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SAT 12th

NEWSLETTER

Poll Tax Prisoners Solidarity Conferenc. Birmingham, Methodist Hall, rim

OCTOBER/NOVEMBE3 91

Spm (corner of Lozells Rd and Soho Rd). See inside for more details.
and Protests
TUE 15th First day of 3-day IMF/World Congress. Day of
against banks (071 387 7557 for details)
WED 16th World Anti-MacDonald day. Protests in solidarity with London Greenpeace
activists fighting libel case (phone as above)
SAT 19th National Anti-Poll Tax Demo, London.
11.30-13.30 Women's picket of Holloway Prison,Parkhurst R, N7
13.00 on
Assemble for March at Caledonian Put, Mater Rd. N7
(Caledonian Rd Tube). Tel 071 738 7586
Anarchist Bookfair. Conway Hall, Redlion Sqimre. Lmdon WCI (I-lolbom
tube), 10am-8pm.
THUR 24th
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"Britian‘s War In Ireland-Prospeets for Peace“. Bernadette Mcﬁsliskey

.

speaking. Banquetting Hall, lvlanohester Town Hall. Albert Square.
7.30pm. Organised by Troops Out Moyement.
P
SAT 26th 2 day National APT Conference “Finishing Off the Poll Tax"'- Manchester
27th Town Hall 10am-6pm on Sat, l0-2pm on Sun. Phone 061 707 ISM for more
details, or write to: NWAPT Forum, PO Box 9, Eccles S0, Eccles, Salford
M30 7FX.
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Class Struggle Anarchist Network meeting in Leeds. Details from PO Box 446.
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SAT 2nd

t:a- * t at-0--=1 0 :sn' : 0 s :-out 0 trim
Anarcho-Syndialist Dayschool, Liverpool, YMCA. Mount Pleasant. l0am-

SAT 9th

6pm(see inside for more details) .
National Demo against MacDonalds. Central London. Starts 12 noon. (071 387

7557 for details)
SUN 1003 National Demonstration Against Racist Attacks. London. Assemble lpm
Algate East tube. Contact AFA, BM 1734, London, WClN 3XX
M
,
SAT 23rd Manchester Martyrs Commemoration. Assemble Platt Fields. Rusholme,
12.30pm. (Manchester Martyrs Commemoration Committee, P0 Box 5 SW
PDO, Manchester M15 SE2
L
C
AWG dayshcool, Conway Hall, London. Details from P0 Box B20,
Huddersﬁeld, I-{D1 IXS
.
'

Liverpool Anarchists meet the first and third Monday of every
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7.45pm
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Hello there,

9*!!!-,§nerchleeaaiia for the

Weloometothe October issue.
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eullnq clues apd or all relatlonlhipz based on domination
and submission. This noon:
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issue, eié have anti
perspective on the

0 iet coup and its aftermath. There's also
lrticles on tyndicalisrn, the state, class (which
will probably raise antfew hacltles)-and of
course the Poll Tax.
We're somewhat late this month due to
production problems (which will also account
for any leasetdng of print quality this issue).
However. things should be back to normal
I000.

October l9thinLondon is theplaceto beUith both an Anti-Poll Tax march and the

Anarchist Boolrfair. Try to make it ifyou can.
Tl'IE"EDIE3ORS

5g5§gg_gggg our industries and
.comnuoit£oe and changing hhga
well an aha ecological needs of
the eawiconaoat. Ilthoue this
takeover we can scruqqlo within

capitalism but never reptagg §g,>
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LnarchiiI'iill be created by

nilliooa-of people. one a diceltozlal alien two are not oarslse-Leniaistsl. and all will
have choir part to play in shap-
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The new society will not be born
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thnnuqh abstract ideas. hoe will
con: one at the coalition of
struggle and too mood for work-

iﬂq -=14" emote co mice. Such

strangle donut‘: just involve
resistance to cullnq clliiypouoz
ilﬁfilllv loll protests and other
cooamruceion - the building of
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there taro crush Ln eh class war.
The JRIUII no rulloq class power is
continual and ever-vtdlninq
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BIVZHPOOL ANARCHISI GROUP.

Over 70 people have been jailed for nonpayment of the Poll Tax. and this excludes people
who've received suspended sentences or orders to
pay as a resultof committal proceedings. Over 100
were jailed asaretsultoflast years police attacks on
demonstrations. In the next two years of the (Poll
Taltjailings are likely to intensify.
On Saturday, October 12th there will be a
National Poll Tax Prisoners Conference. This will
be attthe Methodist Hall, Villa Rd. I-landsworth.
Birmingham, llam-Spm. Contact Birmingham
Prisoners Support Group. 20 Corner House,
WellingtonSt.,SmethwickB66 2NR.Registration
fee: Delegate £5; individuals £3/1£(conc).
. . _ .

0 In other parts of Merseyside, Wirral Council is
still owed £15 million (18.2%) of last years Poll
Tax. 21,000 summonses had been issued by the
end ofMarch, and non-payment levels this year are
even higher (L‘pool Echo 23.9.91). Sefton Council
is still owed £7 million from last year. while nonpayment levels are up this year (28% of the total
due, compared to 32% last year, had been paid in
by theendofAugust) (Echo, 24.9.91).
O Meanwhile at least one person (Dave Nellist
MP) has successfully applied for ajudicial review
of his Poll Tax court appearance-on the grounds
that the previous magistrates refused to allow him
a McKenzie Friend (lay legal adviser). (Guardian
18.9.91)
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O Government statistics show that between April
and June the number paying anything towards their
Poll Tax had fallen to 67% (10% down on last
year). By the end of June councils had collected
only 12% of the amount they hope to raise by next
April-9% down on last year. (Guardian 14.9 .91)

According to the City Treasurer's Report (29.7 .91)
the council expected the processing ofthe Poll Ttut
backlog and taking all Poll Tart non-payers to court
tot get “liability orders" granted (which they need
before they can try wage deductions, bailiffs etc.)
to take until October 1992! NALGO strikers have
recently voted for a conditional phased return to
work (200 odd have gone back. with over 750 still
out until 11 members made compulsorily redundant are givenjob interviews). Assuming the strike
is over. Liverpool Council is presumably hoping to
finish the court cases by early 1993... Some hope.

inq it. rows: will lie uleh the
orqaninnehﬁs chroma up by and

for Mn
'

PRISONER SUPPORT

O ln Liverpool-in part due to the failure of the
counci1‘s computer in February and March. and the
long-running NALGO strike-only9%ofthis year's
Poll Tax has been paid so far, and only 56% of
payers have made any payment . The extra billing
fornon-paymentnextyearcouldbe£llIl-compared
to an extra £71 this year (L‘pool Echo 10.9.91)

to moot the needs of all, as
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NATIONAL DEMONSTRATION
Saturday, October 19th. 1pm. From: Caledonian park. Market, Rd, lslington, London N7
(Caledonian Rd. Tube). To: Trafalgar Square, via
Pentonville Prison. Eor all Poll Tax debts to be
written off, for an amnesty for jailed non-payers
and those jailed for the Trafalgar Squaredemo of
1990. Called by the Prisoners Support Group.
Trafalgar Square Defendants Campaign. and local
anti-poll tax goups
0A
Phone 071 738 7586 for more info. Or write to
TSDC c/o Brittton Law Centre, 506 Brixton Rd,
London SW9

4

ANTI-POLL TAX
CONFERENCE
On 26/27th October there will be a national
“Finishing Off the Poll Tart” conference in
.

Q

_

,

Machester. This will be to discuss the vast changes
that have occured since the last All-Britain Anti~
Poll Tax Federation Conference in November last
year - ie the new laws, the growing cuts in services,
the councils’ attempts to enforce collection, the
changes within the Anti -Poll Tax movement itself.
the need to rebuild links, etc.
For the record: many of the Anti-Poll tax
Groups involved in organising this conference are
affiliated to the All Britain Federation. This Conference has been organised after a request to the
National Committee of the All Britiain Fed-to
organise a similar national or regional conferencewas ignored; Terry Fields MP. recently out ofjail.
has been invited to give a talk if he so wishes.
J For more info contact06l 707 1584, or write to
the l‘~lorthern_,Anti~Poll Tax Forum. PO Box 9,
Eccles SO, ‘Salford. M30 7PX. (Delegation fee is
£5 for groups. Observers welcome). i s
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MILITANT?

Anarchists, and others, may be quite willing to
work with ‘Militant’ members (or other state socialists) where necessary and practical. To work
for any Patty's hidden agenda is a game for mugs.

Meanwhile ‘Militant’-at present being wiped
accross the ﬂoor within the Labour Party-are try»
ing to ﬁnd their bearings under l(innock's New
Order. Internal ‘Militant’ leaks to the Guardian in
early September have shown just how torn ‘Militant’ is over staying or going. With so many being
kicked out of the Labour Party-and with those still
in having to keep their heads down--they may not
have much choice in the matter. Seen in this light.
Milit/ant’s attempts to block. initiatives within the
anti-poll tax movement seem more an attempt to
keep control of one of their last remaining arem of
inﬂuence...
‘L For Marxist-Leninists, when push comes to

Loyal ‘Militant’ members are unlikely to be at

shove. Party power usually comes before workers‘
democracy. For Anarchists /libertarian socialists

any of the above. From speaking to ‘Militant’

the opposite is tame. We ﬁghtFOR THE CLASS,

rnernbers, its clear that the (All-Militant) National
Committee of the All-Britain Anti»Poll Tax Federation is totally opposed to the march in London-4
despite being supposedly in favour of a Poll Tait
amnesty. Reasons given for ’Mi1_itant‘ opposition
‘boil down to claims that the Trafalgar Square
Defendants Campaign can't be trusted, if they're
not actually agent provocateurs doing the state's
work... All standard ‘Militant’ fare t.hat’s been a
regular sideline of the Anti-Poll Tax struggle since
the early days. Basically. ‘Militant’ would rather
have nothing happen than see it happen outside
‘Militant’ control.

NOT THE’ PARTY.

This iSn't.surprising--with ‘Militant’ being part
of a tradition that looks with fond eyes to the
creation of the one-Party Bolshevik state in 1917.
‘Militant’ apparantly believe they own the class
struggle in general and the anti-poll tax movement
in particular. The fact that most anti-poll tax groups
were never part of the All-Britain Fed, that the

5

Anti-Poll tax movement is made up of millions
more people than any political sect, or that non‘Militants’ aren’t prepared to just obey orders (and
that Federal Committees are supposed to be answerable to their affiliated groups ), doesn‘t seem
wMwmﬂmaﬂ.~
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Bourgeois political pundits are rapidly
running out of ways of describing the
speed with which the soviet "state cornuunistz" system has collapsed in Eastern
Europe, and now, inrecent weeks, the Soviet Union itself.
During 1989 when it became obvious
that Gorbachev would not send in the
tanks to prop up the Stalinist regimes
of the satellite countries in Eastern
Europe, a series of popular uprisings
swept away the history of the last orty
five years - although not, unfcrtmately,
the dependence on leaders and governments.
Within the Soviet Union itself, chanks to Go:-bachov's policies of Glasnost
and perestroika -i.e.., relaxation of the
Ooamunist Pa'l'y's iron grip and economic
reforms that never quite materialised the ramshackle Soviet bureaucracy found
itself faced with demands for independence from the constituent. republics of
the USSR and the re-enrgence of old ethnic quarrels which have surfaced again
despite seventy-four years of soviet central control.
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In a last desperate gamble to preserve its privileged position, the Soviet
bureaucracy, under the leadership of Gennedy Yanayet and other hard-line cummists, artenpted a coup so as to turn
back the clock and restore the ‘good old
days’ of or\‘h'odox Stalinism. The events
of that time need no re.-hashing here they are fresh enough in people's rnanor-~
ies. l-that is necessary though is some
kind of reassessment of what the future
could hold for the peoples of what was
once the Soviet Union.
'T
u

n

Since he came to power in 1985, Got:-"
bachov had made reform after reform vithin the Soviet Union, to the accompaniment of condescending praise from Western
leaders who were unstzintzing in their
praise of this "chanpion o freedom and
democracy"- The relaxation of the central control of the Communist Party over
all aspects of soviet life has produced
both goodeffects and bad.
‘Y

.

‘Una corrution in public life that was
so rife in th Brezhnev era, and possibly
even earlier, was exposed to the full glare of publicity. The authority and standing of the party has been challenged as
never before since 1917. As the recent
cup has shown, six years of this approach
have ensured that the Russian people will
not go back to being intimidated by the g
Party and the State - in that sense, Gorbachov has presided over an irreversible
change.
,

l

Q.- _..i_ ._,_. _-

But: .the downside of glasnost has shown
itself in the open resurgence’of_anti- so-qt
mitisrn and the ability of fascist: organic-t ;
ations such as Panyat to organise openly.
These elaamts are the bond-servants of
:
capitalism in crisis, and will no doubt .
be used if domestic and foreign exploitars
deem them. to be necessary.
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Ihere been few more sickening, hypocritical spectacles than the phoney welcomes, emanating from Bush, Major, and_'l'ha- '
tcher inviting the peoples of the Soviet *.;¢
Union to join the "world c_onn|unir.y", to
*.9“
participate in "western-stzyle democracy"
(whatever that is) and to enjoy the goodies
which will, they say, inevitably be spewed
out by the operation of the "free market".
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No doubt Bush, Major and Co. will
really think that the Russian workers
have arrived " only when they are enj-

I

oying the full range of benefits which
accrue frun living under.-=c-apitalism g-g
like having your home repossessed because
you can t afford the mortgage payments,
‘"5 1-W138, your life savings when some
dodgy bank goes through the floorboards,
or having poll tax bailiffs breaking .
your door dom.
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Events in Russia are in a state of
constant change and only a fool would
attempt any detailed description of what
will happen_next. But amidst the squalid politicking of would-be leaders of
the Left and Right, there is healthy evidence o£_ the re-energence of anarcihist
ganisa ions, operating more open than
they have been able to do in years.y Not
since Rropotkin's funeral in Moscow in
1921 have the black flags of anarchism
been seen in such nuabers as they have "
been in recent demonstrations.
'

E I-oi

The most rank hypocrisy cane from Thatcher
at the time of the coup when she urged people to take to the streets to enforce
their will. Like they did in Orgreave,
Maggie? Or Trafalgar Square in 1990?
The-lpromises of western affluence and
prosperity wouldn't - or shouldn't- fool
a syphilitically-infected gorilla. Ihe
West has no intention of building up Russia and the other republics into future
industrial and comercial rivals. The
only concern of the West is, as it has
been since I917, to plunder the vast mineral wealth and oil reserves of the former
USSR - aided and abetted, no doubt, by the
dmagﬁgue Boris Yeltsin, the poresident of
the ssian Federation. No-one should be
fooled by the queues of Russians forming
outside the Happy Comrade burgér bar, to
blow two weeks wages on a few burgers and
cokes! They may be permitted the outward
trappings of the consuner society - but
certainly not the substance. left to the
tender mercies of capitalism the Russian
working-class will find - as have their
comrades in Eastern Europe - that their
future will not be that of America or
Germany, or Scandinavia, but that of Latin America. Western and Japanese firms
will no doubt look at relocation in that
part of the world, to take advantage of
the low wages and vocationally-trained
workforce.

_
anarcho-syndicalist; union, SHUT,
is gaining strength rapidly, although,
true to the tradition of Western democracy, one of its representatives was repeﬂtly refused a visa to enter Britain. -

Although the situation in Russia has
potential for the right-wing and for freemarket restoration, and also for the left
to exercise its self-styled "crucial"
leadership, the mood of the Russian people could Just as easily indicate that
they are not about to take any more crap
from whatever opportunist or authoritarian elanents that seek to profit from
°"1'1'9"ll E-.Y¢1'I¢.$. There is nothing inevitable about the rise of reaction, either
right wing or left. In the last century
and the early part of this century, Rugsia provided not only some of the most
important theoreticians of the anarchist
movaaent but also one of itsnuoerically
largest contingents.
'
0" the bamorsoarried at Kropotkin's
funeral in 1921
the slogan:
‘Where ‘there is authority, there is no
fl'oodom'- We can only hope that the Russiln people - who have had more experience
than most of the truth of that slogan act in sufficient numbers to ensure that
no State or Party ever again dominates their lives as thoroughly as did the Soviet
system.
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CDNVICTION has asked us to publicise the
case of ROBERT TAYLOR, one of the many
people franed by the police and imprisoned
for crimes they didn't comnit.
Robert Taylor has been subjected to
eleven years of police harrassment. Sinrée

1980 he has been charged and a=qw~==s<i 1
times.

However, three 788$? 48° M "as

sentenced to l2.years imprisoment for_a
robbery he didn t comnit after the pol-loo
rigged an identity parade.

he was accused of robbing a shop in
Manchester armed with a shotgun in Decontaer 1988. But this shotgun robber was wearing a mask which covered his face
heir, and the eye-witnesses who were in the
shop at the time did not have ,a good ohonoo
to identify him. However, they all agreed
that he was a white male.

Misconduct of the identity parade ms
not the only tactic the police Hood 1'-0 Set
a conviction. Robert was made the subleﬂ
of a police msnhmt, wanted for a murder
with which he had no connection and W8
never charged, but it gave the P°11°° the
opportunity to present him as a dangerous
man and to publish his picture in the press- and on TV. In court several policemen surrounded him at all times, evoﬂ
The message to the Jury V88 ¢1@4T-'-

Messages of support can be Son! ‘¢°=
Robert Taylor 463,
IMP Garth,
North Wing,

.Ulnes Walton Lane,
Leyland,
lanes PR5 3NE.

Robert Taylor is of mixed race.
The police relied solely on identity
parade evidence to convict him. However ,‘
despite all the eyewitnesses agreeing that
the robber was a White male, the men chosen for the identity parade were all, for
some unfathomable reason, Black or of mixed race.

D.C. Morris, the officer investigating
the case, was present in the ‘parade room
and Robert's solicitor - Keit Dyson - sow
him indicating to \i'll‘.Il8S8B8‘\-MO they should
pick out. D.C. Morris was. ‘nodding his
1-mg wnmoving-his hands . After a complaint was made, none of the subseqllwt ‘mi’
nesses identified Robert. In any case, it
is against the rules for holding identity
parades for the investigating o ficer to_
be in the room. Knowing U118» D-Q "°1'1'15
had told Robert's solicitor that he was
the police photographer!
The solicitor, Keith DYBOI1. W"
became a witness in Robert s case and
could no longer act for him. Robert
found a replacement solicitor only two
g
days before the trial. in oouﬁ. K9“-h
Eh/son was not called to give o"1d¢"°9The identity parade evidence was oo¢¢P¢@d
and Robert was convicted_onthis alone. o
there was no forensic evidence.
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resistance, the first word of complaint,
to be repressed, fined, despised, harrassed, tracked, baused, clubbed, disarmed,
choked, imprisoned, judged, condemned,
shot, deported, sacrificed, sold, betrayed, and to crown all, mocked, ridiculed,
outta3 ed r dishonoured. That is S overnment
that is its morality, that is its justice. ll
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have to have money in order to gain goods
and services. If you try to get these without money you either have to steal, which means breaking the state's rules, or
become self-sufficient and thereby drop
out.

.

The state is also a monopolistic body:
that means it claims a monopoly of force
in its territory. This means that competitors to the state are violently put
down if they represent a threat to the state's authority. One key element of the
state is that it is a distinct body.
This means that its roles and functions
are carried out by a distinct class of
people. Thse are not just politicians
but bureaucrats who run society,and the
armed forces and the police who enforce
their will.
o

.

The state is not just government, it
15 all the forms of authority which restrict our individual and collective freedom
The state is a sovereign body thattclaims
complete authority to define our rights,
what we can and can't do and where w go
and who we met. it does not allow anyone to practice customs or activities wich it has not endorsed. furthermore, the
state is compulsory: in other words everyone born into society is forced to recognise the state and all the obligations that
go with it. No-one can opt out of these
obligations except by leaving the society
itself. For example under capitalism you

Anarchists usually have two main reasons for calling for the end of the state.
Firstly, anarchists believe it has no right to exist because it 18 unnecessary.
Secondly, we claim that the state fosters
'
ocial evi s, ca i

i..3*i‘3’t§...ii"i%§ 3-5.3,. corruptlon misali-

triction. When we step back and look at
the enormous restrictions the state places
on our lives, it is hard to believe that
any-one would willingly surrender their
rights to such an oppressive ruler. Why
shuld we be content with the rules, regulations, bureaucracy and restrictions
placed on us by our predecessors? What
right did they have to bind us with their
laws?
Proudhon denouned the state by writ3-"83
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tly, the state restricts people's freedom
far beyond that needed to ensure social

well-being. this is carried out not for
people's protection, but to preserve the
state itself. We can see this in things
like anti-gay legislation and press cens-

orship. Secondly, the state dishes out
excessive penalties to those who break its
laws, whethr or not the laws can be

justified.

Thirdly, the state, whether part of
capitalism or not, exploits its subjects.
On the one hand it appears to offer them
benefits through hosing, roads, and schools, while o the othr it exploits them
through taxation, economic regulation and

transfer of wealth to itself or its chos-

en privileged group. The state also performs the ultimate means of exploitation
by enlisting its subjects to fight wars
and die on its behalf.

2
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Although Proudhon directs his charges
at goverrment, not at the state, he does
put his finger on the main issues. Firs-

This article seeks to define how anarchists see the State and illustrate why we believe it should be dismantled or smashed. .

One thing chat draws all anarchists together is our belief in hstility to the
State, be it passive or aggressive. All
anarchists argue that the state shold be
abolished and replaced bya new form of
social organisation. To kno what this
really means we need to define what the
‘State? is.
-

£3

.
.~n

@..‘"Tobe GOVERNED is to be at every operastion, at every transaction, enrolled, taxed, stamped, measured, nunbered, assessed.
licenced, authorised, admonished, forbidd~en, reformed, corrected, punished. It is
under pretext of public utility, and in
the name of general interest, to be placed
under contribution, trained,ransomed, exploited, monopolised, extorted, squezed,
mystified, robbed; then at the slightest

,‘fhe on thing that anarchists believe
in that the state does (but. not the way
it does it,) is co-ordinating productive
~vost. ;A collective rather than a coercive society is needed to organise work
for everybody's benefit.* any collective
agencies should be voluntary and strictly
limited in their role, to safeguard personalcfreedom.
Another arm of the state is organised
religion. The majority of anarchists are
atheists or deistic (they believe in a
higher power but ot in or poised relig-e
ion.) fihc authority of religion can be ,
clearly seen through the Catholic Chrch's grip on many undeveloped nations.
It is possible to separate economic, political and even religious elites, but
they are all part of the state's elite.
We cannot accept anything less than
a stateless society. A socialist state
is still a state and this can have even
greater controls over the social aspects
of our lives. Exploitation and coercion
would contine and the minority would
still rule. One aspect of the state is
that it has a tendency to ccntralise.

c.€-‘aw
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anarchists generally believe that the
most effective and equitable way to organise is from the bottom up. ilhis means
small units of localised production for
need, not profit, sometimes organised into federations for efficiency. This
frees us from rules imposed from the centre and allows change and adaption to
suit local needs and circumstances. The
state will always be limited in the kind
of social change it can bring about because it deals with too many different
situations. Any decisions at state level
will there-fore always result in losers
as well as winners.
_
Organisations which seek to change the
state by tinkering at the edges, such as
the trade unions, should be treated with
mistrust. Unless the aim of such organisations is the overthrow of the state.
‘Unis cannot be achieved overnight as any
direct actions have to be accompanied by
veducation and a change in attitudes. A
belief is needed in the rights of individuals and a rejection of exploitation. He
have to end the domination of the state
and start doing things for ourselves.

READING

o

P.J. Proudhon - "Genral Idea of Revolution
in the 19th Century? (Freedom 1923)
J. Locke - "Two Treatises Of Government"ed. P. Laslett 1965
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The years before World War I saw an explosion of class warfare in Britain not seen since the
Chartist movement ofthe early nineteenth century.
Known as the “Labour Unrest'l or “Syndicalist
Revolt", this period saw the rapid escalation of
strike action--insurgent in character, largely unofﬁcial. and often violent. Trade Union membership
doubled from around 2'/2 million in 1909, to over
4 million by 1914-while days lost through industrial action rosefrom around 2*]: million/yearfrom
1900-1909 (with the exception of 10 million days
lost in 1908), to an annual average of over 10
million days in 1910, 1913, and 1914-and nearly
41 million in'l912.
I
The ﬁrst major unrest centred on the South
Wales coal ﬁelds. In the Cambrian Combine strike
ofSeptember I910 to August 1911, striking miners fcrrned mass pickets, intercepted trains, and
attacked scabs. workingpits,_artdmanagers‘houses.
At Tonypandy one striker was killed by police. In
1911 the strike wave spread to the transport industry. Between June and August 1911 strikes took
place in all the major ports-starting with seamen,
and soon extending to dockers and other groups of
workers in factories and processing plants. In August, an uncfﬁclal walkout by railwaymen on
Merseyside escalated into the ﬁrst national railway
.
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1913 saw the strike wave spreading to many
groups of workers previously unaffected-semh
skilled and unskilled engineering workers in the
West Midlands‘ “Black Country Strike", the Leeds
Corporation strike. etc. The Dublin Lockout of
August 1913-January 1914-against the Irish
TransportWorkers’ Union ofJimLarkin andlames
Connolly-led to 5 deaths, over 650jailed, and the
formation of the Irish Citizens Anny as a workers‘
defence force. Back on the mainland. rising unofficial strikes in the building industry in 1913 came
to a head with a bitter 5 month lockout in 1914.
Many smaller strikes also took place during this
period. Meanwhile, the formation of the National
Transport Workers Federation in 1910, the National Union ofRai1waymen (by amalgamation of
smaller unions) in 1912, and the Triple Alliancea solidarity pact between miners, transport workers, and railwaymen-in 1914, seemed to lay the
groundwork for more effective solidarity between
unions. Increasingly, as conﬂict continued and
attitudes hardened with the onset of a new economic downturn, Britain seemed to be rushing

headlong towards mass industrial revolt, if not an
insurgent General Strike. As the atmosphere of
crisis intensiﬁed. it
the outbreak of war in
August 1914 to bring the movement to a halt.-

I
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strike and a General Transport Strike on
Merseyside.Onl Merseyside two strikers were shot
dead by troops
street lighting-as crowds
attacked prison veils taking prisoners to Walton
jail. In Llanelly (S.Wales)"two workers were also
shot dead. and crowds bayonet charged-strikers in
turn tore up rail tracks, damaged signal boxes and
telegraph systems, and set ﬁre to trucks. In 1912
‘another transport strike broke out in London, and
the miners came out again-this time nationally.

g The reasons for the Labour Unrest are many.
First, between I900 and 1910 real wages fell by
roughly 10% as proﬁts, rents and prices increased
and wages remained steady. ‘With an upturn in the
economy after 1909, and lower unemployment

stream of the class war. Syndicalism became a

III"-
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(and so less competition forjobs), grievances over
pay and conditions came to a head. Strikes would
probably have occurred anyway, but, increasingly, another factor also came to the fore during
this period--the rise of Syndicalisrn.
n A

if SYNDlCALlSM'
Syndicalism is revolutionary class war unionism. It takes its name from the revolutionary
syndicalism of the French CGT union confederation (“syndicalisme" meaning trade unionism) at a
time when the CGT was heavily influenced by
Anarchism. Anarchists such as Pelloutier, Pouget,
Yvetot, and Delesalle (to name only the best
known) pushed for direct action-mass protests,
strikes, boycotts, sabotage, etc.-to both win disputes in the hereand now and prepare for the
overthrow ofcapitalism by the revolutionary General Strike. From 1902 onwards, aggressive CGTorganised strikefwaves soon began to turn theory
into practice tn. Internationally, Syndicalism was
on the rise-in Spain, Italy, and Latin America.
From the USA: the Syndicalism or “Industrial Unionism” of the Industrial Workers of the World

(IWW) speed to Australia, New Zealand, and
elsewhere ts). British Syndicalism--from small beginnings within the anarchistlsocialist movement
between 19(1) and 1910-drew on the experiences
of both the CGT and IWW, as well as on homegrown traditions of industrial militancy and antistate socialism. From I910 onwards Syndicalism

hqusghgld tr/Qjtd‘

4
fggdlng
mm
and growing

outof the developing mood of cl as s co nfrontatron
and industrial direct action.
Syndicalism’s call for action increasingly fell
on ready ears. The growing gulf between ‘respectable’ union officialdom. absorbed in state arbitration machinery, and the union rank and ﬁle. turned
more and more militants towards Syndicalism as a
ﬁghting alternative. This was especially so as the
growth of big business and bosses’ organisationsand new skill-displacing technology in some industries—~made old-style craft unions seem increasingly out of date and ineffective. The industrial
unionism and class solidarity advocated by
Syndicalism made increasing sense. Meanwhile,
the new Labour Party's election “success” in 1906
had ledto disillusionment for many supporters-as
Labour MPs quickly became cogs,in the Parliamentary machine. Likewise, the sterile state socialism of parties like the Social Democratic Federation (thelargestlvlarrtist party of the time), and
the Independent Labour {Party increasingly led
socialists to "look for fresher fields of action.
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TOM MANN
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In 1910 the Syndicalist movement received a
massive boost with the returri.@.~bl'iTom Mann from
Australia. Torn Mann was alre;ady_weH known as a
militant labour‘ agitator. orga'niser-and public
speaker. Joint leader of the famous London Dock
Strike of 1889 (which inﬂuenced future French
anarcho-syndicalists like Pouget). a member ofthe
SDF, then of the Independent Labour Party, Tom
Mann left England in 19‘Ql . In Australia the reality
of state-control of indusny struck home, as did the
strike-breaking of the ruling Laibohur Party, and
Mann returned a convinced Syndicalist-though
not renouncing political action completely until
1912 (when he stated that “political action is of no
use whatsoever“<s> ) . Together with Guy Bowman, Mann helped unite British Syndicalist organisations and individuals around the Industrial
SyndicalistEducation League (apropagandistbody
founded in 1910), andlbring the Syndicalist mes~
sage to the wider labour movement through far
ﬂung speaking campaigns. and liis role as a strike
organiser during the transport strikes of 1911 (he
was the chairman of the Strike Committee in
Liverpool). The conviction ofA Mann, Bowman.
and the two Buck brothers in April" I912-for an
article printed in ‘The Syndicalisf. calling on
troops not to slioot on their own class--gained yet
more publicity for the Syndicalist cause. By November 1912 ISEL Conferences in London and
Manchester had attracted delegates representing
upwards of l00.000 workers.
‘-

'.'.

Parallel to the ISEL, movements towards industrial unionism. through union federation and
amalgamation (the i_ama1gam'ation committees
movement). quicklybecamc important areas of
Syndicalist propaganda--in building. pri_ntin_g. engnteering and transport in particular. By 1913
Syndicalism had become the main current among
A

iGENER»AL smart
DECLAARE1 D.
1 .

'5‘ ERSEY

RAILWAY. ANDFERRIES INVOLVED.

amalgarnationists. The demise of the ISEL in
1913, and Syndicalist regrouping~mainly around
the Industrial Democracy -League (previously the
Amaligaamation Committees Federation, set up in
1912)-did not prevent the further expansion of
Syndicalism. More workers were moving towards
a Syndicalist position, and Syndicvalist inﬂuence
consolidated in industries such as mining (espe~
cially South Wales), the railways, and transport.
During the Dublin Lockout of 1913 slim Larkin-the organiser of the Irish Transport Workers Uni»
ion and closely associated with the Syndicalist
movement (though not a “typical” syndi.calist)1became an important promoter ofA-revoluitionary
industrial militancy on both sides of the; lrish"Sea.
James Connolly, also an organiser of the ITWU,
had previously been an organiser for the IWW in
the USA.
.
In the building industry Symdicalists increasingly made the running over aznal‘g"ainati.on..Two
ballots were held. both in favour of amalgamadon.
in 1912 and 1913. but were successfully resisted by
full time union officials. lnl9'l 4 the weakresponse
of union ofﬁcials to the bosses’ offensive and
Building Tradeseibockout a ledilto Syndicalists talc»
ing the lead in forming strilte committees and
organising the rank -and ﬁle. The sell-out of the
established unions during this dispute. and the

Obe Synutcaltst
.

F
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ant: Elmalgamatton ‘Mews
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mutton. ltntturt-wtttt. ma

the Labour Party, and dominated by careerist
bureaucrabyt. For social democratic trades unionism saving the funds has become more important
than winning the ﬁght--and surrender preferable to
breaking anti-union laws.

gabcitngc of the arnalgamation campaign.‘ led (ii:
rectly to the creation of the Building _Wot'lters
lndustrialblnion on Syndicalist lines-m amly based
in London and Liverpool. Despite war breaking
out on the sarne weekend that the B‘h’l'U was
formed-and craft union hostility being who
pounded by state hostility to the BWlU"s anti-war
pggitiqn (conscription forced the unionds ‘most
active members into the army. prison. Or h1dms)the BWIU still survived until 1917(4).
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State socialism is in crisis. Anti-state socialism
(Anarchism) is once more on the rise. As capitalism heads towards ecological disaster-and the

ruling class tightensthe screw-_-effective Anarchist
resistance must grow. Beyond short-term tactics
we need a strategy of attack. Learning frdm the
past, yet facing the future. now L5 as good a time as
any for Anarchists to rekindle the Syndicalistfire.

Before the First World War. 5Y"dif-"aii5m“
though still a minority current-was growing rapidly. lncreasingly it becarrteseen ‘a threat. H01
just to the grip of state socialism wtthmthe labour
movement. but to the capitalist system itself. This
shift. from relying on Parhemt:-um’? *°“°"» ‘°‘
wards direct action and dynd1calI$m._Wa§ mawhﬁd
by a similar shift within the Syndtcalist movement--from a Syndicalism that still saw some (secondary) role for political action. to out»and-out
Anarcho-Syndicalism. Anarcho-Syndicalism was
gmqging as the dominant tendency. Fromdl914
Anarcho-Syndicalist impact was further strengthened with the launch of a thriving weekly paper‘The Voice of Lab-our’.

ANARCHISM IS THE AIM
SYNDICALISM THE MEANS

WAR AND REVOLUTION
The outbreak of the First World War dealt a
bodyblow to the movement Only by 1916 were
tlie.thr+etid$I*§>gfjgn'e-warsyndicalisrn drawn together
again-carried forward by the syndicalist-inspired
shop-stewards movement in engineering. t
_

J-

Notes:

l)George Sorel--a French philosopher--is often claimed
to have had a big influence on French Syndicalism and
to be its main theorcticiam Neither is true
A
2) The IWW, founded in i905, split in l908 between at
majority who rejected political panics (who became
' Frotn"1917. with the Russian Revolution and ~ t-4 known as the Wobblies) and the followers of Daniel
the risecf Bolshevism. a new era of revolutionary -Deleon.
3) Speech at Holbum Hall, July I912. Also sec Tom
left politics began. Across the world Anarchists.
,
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Syndicalists, and Social Democrats. ﬂocked to the
new Communist Parties, mesmcrised by the apparent “success” of Marxist-l..cninism. That era is
only now coming to a close.
i

Edited under the

tiuipice.t‘oS;noi:\

.

Today, as Communist Parties worldwide rush
towards suicidc. only Trotskyite die-herds still
believe in the Bolshevik myth. We know from
experience that the Labour Party has nothing to
offer working class people. Socialists who believe
otherwise face a rude awakening. Meanwhile, the
TUC remains sold on class collaboration, tied to

Mann‘: article ‘Syndicalism and the State’ (‘The Syndicalist', March-=April 1913).
4)Atits height-up until June l9l6-the BWIU reacheclan
estimated membership of around 25-30,000. (Rank and
File Movements in Building 1910-1920: Peter Latham).
‘Worth Reading:

t l Q t

Anamho-Syndicllismz Rudolf Rocker
The Slow Burning Fuse;the lost history of the British
Anarchists: J Quail
Syndicalism 1900-1914: Bob Holton
Syndicnlism on Mcrscysidc 1906-l4: B Holton (in
Building the Union: L'pool Trades Council)
Sabotage: Geoff Brown.
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organisatiohqin their own interests. As
Bookchin says! " The class struggle in
the classical sense has not disappeared;
it hs suffered a more deadening fate by

.
-_5car,=@111 " mrray
goghi; wrotelgs ﬁicle
criticised the outdated and rigid come?! T-1“
Marxist Lef t groups ho d of the wot-kins
class.
Unfortunately the present anarchist

ement tends to cling to the cm 1'1-814
Eghcepts and to oversl'mp1-15? '5“ cl.-a'~"3"_
st!‘-18.812. "Class War‘ in Pl!-'t1°“'-3' "‘
tends to oversi-ﬂIP1i5Y» and w Pr°"'°"e the
idea that the whole workilli $15" “'1”
equally oppressed and united in loathing

1'31-an rder. Class War M8

'15h1.~§e§§§§bmire srgicles recenﬂ-Y Y-hm 3“?
other anarchist group on the Z‘-glftéf
social class, but the ideas t
0
woolly and incoherent.
kl
l ss are not necessarily
goi.n'éh:Owg: thg gole initiators of ‘Ihe
. we k
class people can
gﬁﬁlggigften be ¢'::?aservative and narrow

Y\

in their thinking as revolutionary. _ 1118?
are not mited, in thought or practice.
It needs to be recognised that the P1'°5"
ent system could not exist without support from a large section of the working
class.

Social and economic circunstances
have changed considerably since anarchiﬂll
was first invented, and since the concept
of social class is an essential part of
anarchist theory, we need to devel°P ""179
sophisticated ideas on the subject. This
not only to ensure that our ldcﬂs WW1"
relevant, but because the State has developed more sophisticated neﬂ-.ods of control to contain discontent and keep the
people divided against each other. ‘lhe
British State - and the states of all the
industrial countries - keep their P°'*’@1'
through a complex blend of coercion, propaganda and bribery‘lhe old definitions of the proletariat are no longer useful. lhe industrial
workforce is not now a majority of the
population - and it's becoming smaller'1h¢ body of people who might. now call
thauselves ‘working class would include
as many shop, office, health service and
transport workers as factory workers. The
definition still holds true that the
working class includes all those people
who produce the goods and provide the
services which are essential to a society's existmce. But this leaves wt
-all those peoplewl-soproducedangerwﬂ 01?
superfluous goods -anything from ﬂwlﬁlf
weapons to Cindy dolls - which would have
no place in a libertarian socialist society. It would take a huge leap in 5191!
social and political consciousness for
these people to tahe the necessary revolutionary step of closing their industries
down.

"Z
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Also, although the workplace brirss

Ir

\\

people together inlarge nimbers and enables them to organise, it also otwﬁwm
them to hierarchical management and Obedience to leaders, promotes conformity
and encourages the work ethic. lhe
bosses can use the workplace as much to
- promote the values and ideology of capitalism es the workers can use it for

_
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being co-opted into capitalism. Trade
union activity revolves around improvements in hoprs and wages, and fighting
redundancies - all reformist stu f and
perfectly acceptable to the ruling class.

I

NEWS

AN INJERCLASS ?

Phat of the working class people who
don't work? Qespite Class Har's dismiss51 05 i!_(1!;l Heavy Stuff no.4') as "A

sociologist s wet dream" (whatever that
lﬂﬂﬂlfl-?»),,.,there is some substance to the
idea that an mderclass existst-- i";e., "a
body of very poverty-stricken people ‘
separate from the main part of the working class.
An underclass has value to the State
in that it can be used
to illustrate,
ruling class
‘lhe existence ,.
of unemployed poop e, fpr axanple, rein-f0l'¢-88 the WOIK 8ﬂ'\1C-2

YOU have [0 york

forlbwhat you want, work hard enough and
31°? 11 earn it. any parasites get something for nothing. Unanployment is due
to personal failure, not the erratic,
workings of the economy. '
4.‘.

.-

tem. lhis is where bribery comes in. lhe
people with secure employment can achieve
a comfortable standard of living- The ad:
xfertising industry encourages people to 5
buy the latest and best in clothes,_ca_rs~,;I‘
household equipment and electrical; goods. .
People are essentially told to believe
they can buy happiness (or sex appeal, or
success.) All lies, of course. But enough.pe_opl_e__are taken in. The point is,
that people who have a high enough standard of living to be content will not feel
inclined to jeopardise it by taking part
in a revolution. '

Of course, not everybody gets a good” i
standard of living, or else theyachieve‘
it only to have it snatched away. But the
promise is held out that it's possible, if
you only try hard enough. The fact that J
some people must always pay the price for
others wealth under capitalism is cerefully hidden.
»
e ' Unemployed people tend to be despised;
I m sure I'm not the only uneaployed person to be called a parasite to my face by
working class people who happen to be in
work. Many working class people don't get
the rewards they deserve for the effort
they put into their jobs. having some-one
below you on Hie economic ladder distracts
their attention fromthe fact that they're
getting a bad deal and that people above
them are gaining vastly more wealth for
doing toss all of any value.
BRIBERY

However, there are working class people who do well - or atleast as well as
they want to - out of the capitalist sys-

There s a carefully-cultivated assumption that if you're poor it's your own
fault, you're in some way personally deficient. Unemployed people and single parents in particular are subject to this
kind of propaganda, are made to feel their
low worth by every part of the social system, from the D.S.S., to the council, to
financial institutions, to the media
(which ignores their existence when it's
not holding them up as objects of pity, l
or else relating how they ve coumitted the
appalling crime of working on the side.)
to the contmt of other working class
people who have swallowed the lie that
e
poverty is due to personal failure.

A successful social revolution must
‘mean that people can break out of the confines of thir original social class whether working or middle class. There
has been little serious discussion in anarchist papers about what $019 55¢ mlddle
class might‘play in any social revolution,
nor is it ever admitted that some middle
class people do come to despise the capitalist system and wish to overthrow it;
many prominent members of the anarchist
movement have come from the middle class.
I

CULTURE
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lhe most poverty-stricken of the
working class are believed by anarchists
to be the most likely to see through the
myths of th capitalist system and turn to
revolutionary activity. But with poverty
goes powerlessness. The peple in general
are made to feel that the organisations
that rule them are remote and incomprehensible; the people at the very bottom of

§2Z.5i%;i.°§? ';n:,::;:::.:":2.e::.:':fem
‘

I Bigotry, violence and narrowness
not ‘natural’ to anybody, except in the
conditions they live under in a capitalist
society. The education system, especially,
operates to keep the working class in
ignorance . How many working class kids are
made to feel alienated by the education
system or else to regard education as another kin of commodity, to be used solely
to better their work prospects? It is
never admitted that indepndent thinking
and self-teaching can exist, and are the
basis of real education.
fl

The ultimate aim of any anarchist
social revolution is a classless society,
and for this to succeed people will have
to achieve a high degree of personal liberation. This is likely to mean that much
of what passes for ‘typical working class
culture‘ now will disappear;

sl

There is nothing wrong in suggesting
that the working class might not be the
only revolutionary class. If anarchim
is to remain relevant, our ideas need adopting, and old assumptions about the+L'
class system deserve to be re-examined"?
discussed in depth. replies to this
cle would be welcome.
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You don't need to be a sociologist to
appreciate that working class and middle
class people have distinctly different
values and ways of relating to the world
aroundgthﬁms as well as different life—
styles.] But it must be kept in mind that
much so~called working class 'culture' is
a result of the system the people live
under. Any—one who wants an illustration
of this should read the novels by Pat
Barker,which give an unsentimntalised account of modern working class life. She
shows the peoples‘ honesty, warmth, solidarity in times of crisis - and also their
bigotry, violence and appallingly narrow
outlook.
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FFI ANAHCHSYNDICALISTS AND SUPPORTERS
I

NOVEMBER 2nd
YMCA MOUNT PLEASANT
(Near Lnme St Station),
LIVERPOOL L1
10am 12
GENERAL POLITICAL
WORKSHOPS
1 6PM
BUILDING INDUSTRIAL
NETWORKS
*FILMS
1lrSOCIAL IN EVENING
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TERRORIZING THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
American Foreign Policy
in the Post-Cold War Era

Noam Chomsky
PressurelAK Press
‘
64 pages, £3.95
_
Noam Chomsky is one of the few anarchist!
libertarian socialists today with an international
reputation-both for his work on linguistics and for
his exposing of the real policies of the US ruling
class (as opposed to the propaganda dished up on
the media). This pamphlet, like most of his work,
is worth a read-- and serves as a short introduction
to Chomsky’s ideas if you've never read him
before.
Based on a lecture given in January 1990.
shortly after the US invasion of Panama. Chomsky
deals with the origins, goals, and implications of
US foreign policy. He shows how, under the
smolcescreen of promoting “democracy, freedom
and justice", the US in reality enforces cheap
labour and materials for the enrichment of the US
ruling class. Hence the regimes of torture and mass
murder to guarantee “regional stability”(the liberal
codeword for US domination). The collapse of the
USSR as a threat makes direct US intervention
more likely, not less...
_

THE BIGGER TORY VOTE

The Covert sequestration of the Bigotry Vote.
Nit: Toczelt
AK Press
48 pages, £2.95
This is Basically a “who's who" and “who did
what" on the links between the Tory right and out
and out nazis. Despite needing an index andlor
diagrams to make sense of all the initials (ACML
to WISE) and names, its still worth getting. Know

your enemy.
You can order both the above from:
AK Press 3 Balmoral Place, Stirling, Scotland, FK8 ZR!)
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C_A_R.F, , availableﬂl box 8784,
London WCIN BXX. 50p or £5 per year.
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Campaign Against Racism And Fascism is
a new quarterly magazine from London and
is a good read for anti-racists and anti
-fascists everywhere. Issue nunilz-or 6,
out now,
articles on changes in EEC.
inntigration legislation, refugees in Britain, and the justice system.
CARP is produced by a voluntary, non
politically aligned collective. This
keeps it free from the party propaganda
so prevalent in rags such as‘Whr News’,
(‘Living Harxism's anti-racist mag.)
CARI-‘ draws on a wide variety of sources
such as council reports in Leicester and
Lewisham, to the British Medical Journal
it also has a worldewide perspective
with articles on orthAfrican and German Black and anti-fascist groups.

The magazines strengths lie in exposing the BNP and NF for what they are vio ent: racists - having updates on various campaigns and charting the previous
three months events. Another point to
reconmend it, is that it clearly identifies institutionalised racism. CARE‘
highlights the legislation, irnnigration
po icles, failure of equal opporttmities
and lack of police comnitment. Clear
examples are given of racism in housing

education, social security, and employ-
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ment.

CARP is on sale at News From Nowhere
bookshop in Liverpool. Look out for it
at radical bookshops in your area.
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